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Dear Brothers, Sisters and Comrades.

We are now facing against a most important turn of our battle against the enemy.
This is where nobody must rest, but everyone must relentlessly and mercilessly
keep attacking the enemy. The Powers of Hell demand it as such. Things are to
where the jews have been relentlessly drinking our blood for centuries, countless
souls have perished and suffered from their actions. Satan, inside this cruel
jewish world, has given us peace. Satan, inside all this, has stood by us, a failing
Humanity, with never ending loyalty in his vision to save us from this low level of
being. Satan has been mercilessly dedicated in getting us rid of our enemies,
giving us knowledge, protecting us, guiding us and making us better every day.
Satan has personally touched many here, deep within their Soul. Satan has been
overseeing us, Satan protected us, Satan placed his faith in us unwaveringly
when even the strongest of hearts have faltered away. This is not a time to rest,
this is a time to attack. We have a valuable opportunity now to help this world and
get rid of the jewish cancer that has been plaguing every nation and has infected
any Soul for hundreds of years.

For those who have quite advanced in the Path and spiritually and are seeking
themselves, witnessing Satan's Gift, the Serpent, for those who have become
more powerful or just escaped from the depression of the enemy, to those who
just recently joined Him, He requires you to fight. Fight Mercilessly and execute
Justice by all Spiritual means. For every murdered Soul, for every child they have
tortured, for each and every of these Ancient Gentile Souls that perished under
the jewish sword, you must fight. You are the ones that have touched the Truth
and history is not going to place the weight on anyone else's back. The enemy
has been attacking us relentlessly, they seek nothing less than our death.

Do they know who they are messing with? Do they know whose Kingdom they
dared touch? They touch the Souls of the Children of Satan? They dare go
against the one whose name is Truth and nothing less? They dare go against the
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giver of Truth, Peace and Enlightenment? The King of Knowledge? They dare go
against Satan and Satanists?

You must show them. You must give yourself the satisfaction of destroying our
enemies. Destroying those who are right now, as you read, destroying whole
nations, whole peoples, the ones who are bringing the ever-looming darkness
and destruction to this planet and world.

I want you to raise yourself. I want you to become Gods in your own right. That’s
my demand and that should be your demand. Nothing less. Only more. How can
someone deny such gift? Nobody is allowed to throw the Truth out of their sight,
and nobody is allowed to blaspheme Father Satan. For all he did for our
Ancestors, for all the civilization he created, for all the help we have personally
received, we must help him and show him that we are here for Him. We must
show that we were, are and will forever be at service. Not because he requires it
as so, but because His heart is so pure and beautiful that He wills for nothing but
our own prosperity, peace and strength for this planet and His creation. This
shows loyalty to Him and ourselves.

The enemy has made their army of liars, their thousands of agents, their millions
of slaves. We have a few thousands of those who will be Gods. We have a few
thousand Souls who are to ascend where Human beings haven't ascended in
thousands of Years. The enemy has tyranny, we have freedom and joy, a life
worth living for every being. We have a vision, we have an aim, we have an
awareness of Justice and we are to execute Justice. We have faith. We have
never ending faith. Not in any way a blind faith, but a proven and strong faith. We
have faith in our vision. Faith in ourselves. Faith in that Humanity is more than
this. Faith in that we are to execute justice. Faith in Truth.

This is the time where you must take all of your comrades in arms. We will fight
until the end. Nobody is allowed to falter, nobody's heart is allowed to get weak,
nobody's mind allowed to wander to lies! You are only allowed to become, to
strive, to live and to be happy. You are awake and for that reason, reality calls us
all in to fight the tyrants of Humanity, its oppressors and its destroyers. Without
us fighting, this world will fall into darkness and despair. IF everyone does their
purpose, we will see again the Golden Age of Humanity. Do not deny your
calling. Nobody knows how to fight like you, like us. Nobody has caused what
has been caused in simply a matter of years to these parasitic jewish race. YOU
MUST KEEP ON! MERCILESSLY, LOYALLY, IN DEDICATION TO SATAN!



Show the enemy that we are here and we have won. Mercilessly launch your
curses. Let hatred flow into your veins for everything and anything they have
committed against you. For every moment of suffering they caused, by hiding the
Truth. For every innocent person suffering, due to their teaching. For any animal
and any other form of life that has been tortured and put to shame, due to their
actions. For every Soul that is suffering, you are their voice. For every Ancestor
who wants revenge, for anyone who hasn't reached the Truth, stand up for them.
Fight on and destroy the enemy. Set the World free.

Until the next Reversing Ritual, let’s all curse the enemy daily. Let’s make
them fear so much, let's punish them, let them see the Satanic Retribution. Let’s
bring in reality what they are most afraid: Justice. Bring them the death in all
levels that they seek to bring upon you. Let’s all stand as a united army and
obliterate the enemy to the last one, as they seek to obliterate all of us for so
long. Your spiritual weapons are here, Use them:
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